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IlnprOVeluent in Straw- Cutting llIacl1ines. 

The accompanying engravings represent in section the parts 
of a new style of machine designed for cutting straw and hay 
for the feeding of stock. Instead of rotary knives the edges 
of which meet each other and thus sever the straw, or one ro
tating cutter bearing on a yielding roller,or even a reciprocat
ing knife passing by a fixed knife, this machine has two re
ciprocating cutters, each moving in opposite directions simul
taneously, and so set as to cut like shears and with a drawing 
motion. The feeding of the material is also automatic, thus 
obviating the danger of severed or lacerated fingers. The 
machine is quite simple in construction, and, as seen from the 
foregoing statement, easy and exact in operation. 

Fig. 1 is a vertical longitudinal section; Fig. 2, a transverse 
vertical section; and Fig. 3, a view of the knife and hand lever. 
The two front uprights are double grooved to receive the 

lightning rods mounted, and six barns out of ten were burned 
to the ground with lightning rods mounted; that is, ten barns 
burned up, six of which were provided with rods and four 
had none. About that time a large number of buildings in 
New York and Boston suffered from electrical explosions, al
though surmounted by rods, and it was these stubborn facts 
that induced me to give to a widely published paper the sci
ence and facts in the case. The only counter article on the 
subject that I learned of was from Mr. Quimby, who simply 
stated that the cases I made reference to "were not surmount
ed with rods of his construction!" Now for the facts of the 
science. The discharge generally comes from the cloud to 
the earth. When it passes within tractive distance of a trac
tor, which may be a lightning rod or other metallic promi
nence, or any projecting pointed wood or stone, it will fiy to 
that, at an angle to its previous course. \,,{hen in such case 

lightning rods down from two houses I owned, looking upon 
them as decoy ducks to the errant thunderbolts that might 
chance to happen in that direction. 

A lightning rod, or protector from lightning, either from a 
pending surcharged cloud, or a bolt, to be efficient, should be 
elevated on a mast or pole as high as poesible-better 150 fElet 
high than 75 feet-and it ought to stand a little distance from 
the building or buildings, surmounted with a metallic ball 
and finely-pointed gold or platinum point; it will then silent
ly draw off the surcharge from a proximate cloud, and will 
also draw a stray bolt to the ball and rod, that may be mov
ing in the direction of the building. By bolt or thunderbolt 
tlteintelligent reader will understand me to mean electrical 
explosions, in distinction from surcharges or surcharged 
cloud. A bolt is exploded electricity; that is to say, the can
non ball shot out of Jupiter's gun: surcharges or surcharged 

AMBRUN'S PATENT DOUBLE ACTING STRAW CUTTER. 
frames that carry the knives. These are fixed rigidly, at op- it strikes the lightning rod it is like trying to knock the dis- cloud is the cannon ball lying quietly within the cavity of 
posite angles, in their frames. Each of these frames has on charged cannon ball away from your person with the bayonet Jupiter's cannon, but ready to go off at any moment that the 
its inner surface a toothed rack, as seen in Fig. 1, the teeth of of your musket instead of drawing the charge from the can- match of electrical traction comes within its reach. 
which mesh with those of a pinion, thus insuring simultan- non with the screw-rammer, or plugging up the prime-hole As regards the interruption of conduction by paints or other 
eous reciprocating motion to the knives, seen plainly in Figs. with a rat-tail file. substances on the surface of a rod, I would say that I have 
2 and 3 at A. The hand lever, B, is pivoted to the upper The legitimate office of the lightning rod is to draw the 

I 
often discharged an electrical battery with a pair of fire-tongs 

knife, its end connecting with the top of an upright oscillating electrical surcharge from the cloud 8ilently. That is the only in my bare hand, and never felt the least effect upon my hand. 
bar, C, pivoted to the base,of the fram",. A treadle, D, piv- scientific efficiency of the lightning rod, and thB!;[uestion is, A rough piece of iron would, no doubt, let some pass off lat
oted at the end of the base has a cord, or band, attached to its how far from its point will the rod disarm this pending sur� erally-the fire-tongs being smooth conducted it all. 
free end that passes over a truck or pulley, and having its charge of the electrical cloud? Clouds rarely come within Such are the stubborn facts, and science of the facts of elcc
other end secured to the lower or rising frame. In cutting, fifty or one ·hundred feet of the tops of houses and barns, trical forces, as exhibited in thunderbolts and lightning rods, 
the operator uses the hand lever and also this treadle, thereby oftener over one thousand to fifteen hundred fect. vVill any and if I have stated any controvertible points, they thould be 
giving great impetus, or force, to the ascending, as well astho . electrician or lightning-rod ,maker claim for his rod the power pointed out for the benefit of mankind by some one better 
descending knife. of disarming a cloud one thousand feet above it. Prof. Henry acquainted with the subject tlian your correspondent. 

The ascending knife has attached to its framing a spring, said it may disarm it by induction. I will not dispute this Lancaster, Pa. JOHN WISE. 
E, Fig. 1, that on its descent engages with the teeth of a theory as applied within reasonable distance, say within fifty .,_ ... 

. Infiuence oC Sunllow-el'S upon Mias_s. ratchet, having fixed on the same shaft a pulley, F, from feet of the point of the rod. Mr. A. George, of Philadelphia, MESSRS. EDITORS :-Concermng the influence of sunflowers which a band, or belt, connects with the feed roller, G, which a philosophic'll instrument maker, and myself saw a light- upon miasms, treated in the leading article of your issue of is eithel' toothed or corrugated. From this feed roller, or ning rod illuminated at its point for several seconds at a time, Jan. 9, I beg to call your attention to page 154 of "Man and from a pulley on its shaft, an elastic band passes to a similar one night when a thunder storm was passing over the city, . . Nature," by Hon. George P. Marsh. pulley on a roller, H, suspended on the end of a pivoted lever. but it was a rem9,rkable condition of the atmosphere-hot and Mr. Marsh, supported by Lieut. Maury and certain Italian This roller is intended to compress the straw to be cut on sultry, and tho clouds appeared. to be brushing the chimney philosophers (whose writings have probably been read by the the surface of the feed roller. This is operated automatically tops. That rod was performing its legitimate office. Prof. 
Belgian farmer of whom you make mention), asserts that sunby the spring strap, E, the ratchet, F, and its pawl. These Henry mentioned to me a similar instance he witnessed on the flowers as well as forests are a protection against malaria. appliances constitute the feed of the machine. rod of the Smithsonian Institution, nevertheless that buildin.g 

Inventei by Julius Ambrun, Leavenworth City, Kansas, has been twico struck by electrical explosions, and the rods on 
and patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency, it arC) put up in the most approved scientific order. vVith the 
Nov. 3, 1868. To the inventor all communications for further point of a penknife, or a cambric needle, you can draw the 
information shou1d be addressed, as above. charge from the prime conductor of an electrical machine si-

lently at a distance of ten or fifteen inches, but not that many 

�,O'ttt�PO'tuttU(t. feet, hence there is a very limited distance allotted to the with-

Thf3reBsp,Z,o·tn o,ar senat8 r.
e not re8ponsible for the OjJinions expressed by their Cor- drawing power of a lightning rod in drawing off a surcharge 

of electricity silently. 

Lightning ROlls. 

MESSRS. EDITORS:-I notice an article in your paper (No.3 
current volume,) headed, "Are Pointed Lightning Rods 1!JlY 
Protection?" Allow me to ask the question. Is a lightning 
rod, DeS commonly erc�,ted, any protection at all? I wrote an 

elaborate al'ti<}le on this qnestion, founded upon experience 
and obscwvl1tion, ten or twelve years ago, for the New. York 
Tri!ntne, showing th�t they were not only of no use but really 
a dangJrcms cJntrivance, often bringing the thunderbolt (elec
tric"l explosion) npon the building, when it would have gone 
some oth31' l)hcc, had not the rod attract8cl it to the building. 
I had·a 1'31'8Jn;11 convars:1tion with Prof. Henry soon after
Witrds on this subject, and he expressed the same opinion you 
quote, to wit: "The office of a lightning rod is to protect a 
building from a discharge from the heavens. As a general 
thing its eff0ct upon a distant cloud must be too small to si
lently diseharge its reduudant electricity, though in some rare 
instances it is possible tlmt it may so reduce the intensity of 
tl10 cloud as to prevent a discharge, when, without such re

duction, a discharge would take place." 
That was the ground I had taken in my article, and upon 

that SilOWC;l th"t the lightning rod did not fulfill its intended 
duty when it rac8ived electrical explosions, but in such cases 
frequently caused the, shattering of buildings and setting 
bams on fire. In a ,'llve years' record I kept of lightning 
strokes in Lancaster county, over two-thirds of the cases had 

Tall trees near a building are better protectors to it than a 
rod surmounting the building. The top points of the tree, 
when elevate:l above the top of the building, will draw a 
" bolt" to the tree, though that bolt is moving toward the 
roof of the bUilding. I examined one case where the bolt 
dashed into the top of a button wood tree standIng in front of 
a one-story houso : the house had a shingle roof, with a shoet 
of tin about. four feet from the eaves, StllCk in to replace a 
rotten shingle. The electrIcity run down a main branch of 
the tree to its crotch, and tore off the bark there, and thence 
jumped 0'131' about fifteen feet and right on the sheet of tin 
above-mentioned, made a hole in the tin as if a chestnut burr 
had been fired through, turning down eight points of tin into 
spiral coils or burrs around the hole, and from there j um peel 
four or fivG feet down to th8 tin water conductor, perforating 
that a dozen or more places about the size of No.6 shot-run
ning right anclleft on the water conductor, and at the closed 
end jumped to tl18 cornice of the house, tearing off splinters 
and expending its8lf on the corner bricks; while at the other 
end it ran down the spout, jumping from its end eighteen 
inches on to an iron water pan, displacing that and burrowing 
into the earth uncleI' the pan to a depth of a foot. 'fhere was 
no lightning rod on, nor within two hundred feet of the build
ing. I examined a number of cases where tall trees drew the 
explosions away from the tops of buildings, as the directions 
of the bolts and the impact upon the trees plainly indkated. 

After a five years' investigation of the subject, I took the 
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As to swamp vegetation you take issue as follows: 
" But it is specially noted that in low, swampy lands, covered 

with dense rank vegetation, they [miasms] are more Ilumerons 
than in localities of opposite character."-Scientijic American. 

"It is at all events well known that the great swamps of Vir
ginia and the Carolinas, in climates nearly similar to that of 
Italy, are healthy even to the white man, so long as the forests 
in and around them remain, but become very insalubrious 
when the woods are felled."-Ma1'87�. 

Th()se are high authorities, Messrs. Editors. 
Butler, Pa. E. LYON. 
[vVith all due deference to authority upon this subject, we 

submit that we are not disputing facts, but a theory. The 
theory which we felt called upon to dispute in the article re
ferred to by our correspondent, and flilr which we yet see no 
foundation, is, that the sunflower possesses a peculiar absorp
tive power, which, so to speak, soaks up malaria, or, more 
properly speaking, purges the atmosphere from miasms. We 
cannot admit this of the sunflower or any other pjPcllt from 
any light yet shed upon the subject. If the "theory has foun
dation, the microscope ought to detect the germs which give 
rise to malarial fevers, etc., in the structure and circulation of 
the plants themselves, as it detects them in the human circu
lation. Nay, it should not only show their presence but 
should show that they accumttlate there and do not again pass 
out to breed pestilence. 

VTe are well aware that the presence of forests may act 
either to retard tlie production of malaria or to check its pro
gress. One of the conditions required for its development i s  
heat, which is greatly tempered by the shade o f  le,rge forests 
ovor moist vegetation, the rapid decay of which is thus 
retard.ed. It is well known, also, that many malarial poisons 
do not rise but a few feet above the surface of the earth. This 
fact is so well recognized that it is a common practice with 
Europeans in India to avoid sleeping upon the ground floors 
of hOllses. Sleeping upon top floors to aVOid malarial inllu. 
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ences is alBa practiced in other places, and the practIce is II There would be no gulf streams were there not large pent- third is wrong. Let us call the diameter, D, and express this 
based upon sound principles. It is easy to see, then, how the up kettles of water near the equator, with contracted outlets rule in a formula, it is, circumference=10X(D"'/2,;-D)-11 ; 
interposition of a dense forest between any locality and the' through which the expanded waters are forced, with greatly or, 10("/2-1)D-D; and adopting the diameter as one, it ue
source of malaria, would interfere with its progress. Currents I accelerated speed; which is the only difference between a comes 10("'/2-1)-1; or, 10,,/2-11 =3'1421356 etc. 
of air would be almost as f'ffectually checked uy such a forest 

I gulf stream and the general current setting toward the pole. As we know (see page 44, current volumo) that the true cir
as they would be by a stoue wall of equal hight. The pro-! The Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico are the caldrons cumference for the diameter 1, is 3'1L115926 etc., the above 
gress of the poisonous stratum of air through such a barrier i supplying the Gulf Stream of the Atlantic, and the China, rule gives the circumference too large; in fact, so much that 
would be at least extremely slow. We see nothing in these! Sea, that of the Pacific Ocean. All the phenomena apparent-! it leads to the absurd conclusion that the circumference lies 
facts to modify our opinions as -expres�ed in the article re- ly militating against this theory are the result merely of local 1 outside the drcumscribed polygon of 192 sides, of which the 
ferred to; but if any of our correspondents have facts at com- causes, and, I think, we lm.ve reason to believe that there is' periphery is 3'1418731, etc. This last number is correct be-
mand bearing upon the subject, we shall be happy to hear an open Polar Sea. D. S. yond the shadow of a doubt, and that the circle itself must ue 
from them.-EDs. Philadelphia, Pa. smaller, is evident. 

______ ._.. ------___ - --'---- For the-benefit of those who perhaps doubt the correctness 
The Zodiacal Light. ' The Hydrogen Gas Theory. of the number 3'1415926 etc. (and which is now used by all 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-On page 21, current I'olume of the I �ESSRS. EDITORS :-1 note. a communic�tion from Prof. mathematicians in their calculations), it may be observed that 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN it is asserted by a correspondent (Mr. vVIse, the renowned and darmg reronaut, III No. 2, present the circumference of a circle must necessarily always lie 1;0· 
J. Hepburn) that the z�diacal light is only on one side of the voluu:e of SCIENTIF�C AMERICAN: on steam boiler e�plosi?ns. tween the periphery of the inscribed and circumscribed poly
sun, and that the popular astronomical belief, that it {lonsti· In a lIttle work publIshed by Damel Burns, of Bay CIty,MICh., gons; when these polygons have numerous sides, they lie very 
tu tes a belt around the sun, is erroneous. He thinks to prove he says: close to the circle and inclu:le it in very narrow limits; de
this by the fact that it is only seen at sundown at certain sea- I shall snow that those dreadflll explosiop-s 'occur from the mentary geometry may teach how to calculate the periphery 
sons and at sunrise at other seasons; and further says that passage of hydrogen gas through the boiler plate, when heated of these polygons, that of 12,288 sides is found to be 3'141GD26, , 

1 to an imIJrOlOer degree, and when that gas comes in contact t h . 'b d d 314�5927 t l ' 'b " "if it could be seon evening and morning of t 10 same day, y e c., w en mscrI e ,an " . 1 e c., w len ClrCUmSCl'l 'e", with the fire it will explode the iron, for the iron becomes fi thcn our astronomical friends would havo somewhat to base highly charged with gas. Not only is the gas contained in the so the circumference of'the circle must be larger than the rst 
their opinion upon." iron exploded, but also tha t in the boiler. This cluss of explo- and smaller than the seconli of these numbers. 

In scientific, as well as in law matters, it is dangerous to sions occur from low water, high steam, boilers being improper- I have in a treatise on the quadrature, published in 1861 by 
draw conclusions from insufficient evidence. Mr. H. draws his ly set, and the rolling or careening of a boat. The other class Appleton & Co., New York, demonstrated that no geometr:-

1 . 1 t . f t' bt ' d occur f rom the latent heat set free from the steam in the boiler. cal construction or algebraic expression, short of an inf,nite conclusions from t Ie very mcomp e e m orma lOn 0 ame As the position taken is entirely new, I will ask you to sus- -
from our common astronomical school books; therefore allow pend your judgment until you have examined my conclusions, series, clIn possibly express the correct relation between (limn
me, for his information and that of your many readers, to and thenjudge for yourselves. eter and circumference, only simply irrational expressions as 

state, that between the tropics, principally in the highlnnds of A careflll examination of the Burns theory, which may be the above cannot give but an approximatjon. One of the 8im
South America, it is seen not only morning and evening of had by addressing him as above, will furnish a satisfactory pleet I have fmmd is this: multiply the given diameter by 
the same day, but it is there a perpetual phenomenon the answer to all inquiries as to the cause and the prevention of 0'26X ,../146. This expression is easily transformed in a goo. 
whole year �ound. Almost every night it illuminates the steam boiler explosions, W. H. L. metrical construction for rule and compass, and reduced to a 
western, and almost everymorningthe eastern, sky, after sun· Flint, Mich. decimal fraction, it gives 3'1415919 etc.-correct to within the 
set and before sunrise. Alexander von Humboldt gives in his [With all due deference to the opinion of our correspondent fifth docimal, and differing from the true circumference on 1y 
" Cosmos" (GerU!an edition, vol. L, pp. 142-9, and yoL iii., pp. we do not think the Burns theory satisfactory, if the above ex- the half millionth part of the diameter. 
587-91) a glowing description of tho beauty of this zodiacal tract is a specimen. It seems to us that hydrogen gas alone New York city, P. II. VANDER WEYDE, M. D, 

----------.. �.�-----------light during the tropical evenings and mornings in those ro- -allowing it to be generated in steam boilers and to per- Digging and Dredging Machines 'Vanted in Briti"h 
gions, where he for several years observed it. He states that meate the iron, which we much doubt-is not explosive. We Guiana. 

often it by far surpasses in splendor the milky-way. That in have never succeeded in exploding a closed pipe containing it, MESSRS. EDI'l'ORS :-Some yeal'3 ago,  when residing' in 
our northern so-called temperate zone it is only seen inMarch and we have made several attempts, It is generally sup Canada, I WDS a regular subscriber to your paper, and noticed 
after sunset and in September before sunrise, is simply be- posed that the presence of oxygen is necessary to produce that time your willingness to afford information on mee hun· 
cause the position of the zodiac is mom perpendicular to the even inflammabllity of hydrogen. We have treated this subjects, 
horizon in the west during our spring evenings, and in the theory extensively in our columns already. The idea of ig- I write now to ask if you are aware of any instrument hl-
east during our fall mornings-as �t both these periods the niting hydrogen in a boiler by the explosion of that which that will supersede manl1al labor in dig'ging th� soil 
fdgn of the summer solstice stands south of us, and t]lerefore exudes through the pores of the iron, must presuppose the ad- in this colony, Sugar is the only pl'oduetion, and we have 
ouly about 17 degrees from our zenith. In March at sunrise, vent of oxygen through the same medium. If the hydrogen made, in 1868, 100,000 tuns; but this is done at a vast expense 
and in S8ptember at sunset, we have the sign of the winter is forced out by the steam pressure how does the oxygen get when compared with other places produciug the same staple, 
solstice south of us, and as this is about 47 degrees lower than in ?  Is it by atmospheric pressure? Is that at 15 pounds to and our increased expenditure is due to the fact, that in cul
tal'lt of the summer solstice, it is G4 degrees from our zenith, the square inch more powerful than steam pressure at 70, 80, tivating the soil we cannot use even a plow. This place 1s 
and only 26 degrees from the horIzon-a considerable differ- 90, or 100 pounds ?-EDs. like Holland, below the level of the sea (at spring tides five 
ence in the position of the zodaic and the light belonging to ---__ jIo feet), and the water is kept out by large dams or embankments. 
it which, for the reason of not being strong enough to pone- Ga>J i·ron. GallOlin" not Pecnliarly Uangerol1s. 'fhe country is perfectly level, not a hiD t0n feet high to 1.:e 
t:ate our claml) �tmosphere so obliquely, only shows itself MESSRS. EDITORS: In the second number of the SCIENTIFIC found in the cultivated districts, and the foil V81-Y rich, being 
when the circumstances are most favoralJle; that is, when its AMERICAN, page 28, current volume, you have an article the deposit of the rivor, and not a stone to be found five hun 
direction is most toward the zenith. For the same reason the headed" Dangers of the Use of the Lighter Products of Pe- dred feet below the surfa('£. 
zodiacal light is in the southern hemisphere better visible be- troleum." You then go on and describe the cause of the late Our labor market is supplied from India and China, the fl'ee 
fore sunrise in March, and after sunset in September-just the accident in East Cleveland, and say: "The gas pipes in the blacks, some 70,000 in number, doing very little indeed, and 
opposite of the case here, simply because when the zodiac building had been leaking for some time, and the flame of the many of the estates have from 500 to 1,000 acres in cultiva
stands low forus it is high for them, and vice versa. All these candle ignited the free gas in the basement, producing an ox- tion. The whole of this large surface is dug by the shovel. 
facts are utterly incompatible with the hypothesis of a sun's plosion," etc., thereby showing that the material used had I send you l)lan, which will show you how it is that a l)low 
tail. nothing to do with the explosion. cannot work. 'rhe black lines show the canals by which the 

The first descriptions of this phenomenon were published The whole article, hellded as it is, leads a person very natur- canes are brought to the mill, while the red ones show the 
about 1650, and Cassini gave, in 1(;83, the first explanation ally to believe that the gas machine, which you describe in mode of drainage, which has to be very complete, the water 
that it consisted of a ring of luminous nebular matter, very the first part of the article, was the cause of the explosion, being discharged by 30 to 60-horse power draining engines. 
flattened, and lying between the orbits of Venus and Mars. and an opinion expressed by the ScIEN'J'IFIC AMERICAN weighs The drains leading into the main draining trench 'are 20 feet 
La Place, Shubert, Poisson, Olmsted, 0lber8, Herschel, Arago, very heavily in an argument on gas machines. We have been apart, and two ff'Alt wide, while the sucker drains leading to 
and Biot�JI have observed this interesting phenomenon for putting up and examining gas machines, used for making il- them again are 10 feet apart, and 10 inches in width. You 
years, as well as Humboldt, and after carefu l study, assisted luminating gas from gE.soline, forthe last four years, and have can therefore see how tbeland is cut up, and how it is that a 
by the apparatus of the best astronomical observatories, they always claimed that the gas made from gasoline is no plow cannot work. 'l'housal1(] s of pounds huye been spent in 
all agree with Cassini. So it is seen that" our astronomical more dangerous than city gas. vVe have seen leaks in gas trying to get the steam plow to opemto by pumping the 
friends have somewhat to base their opinion upon." pipes, both in city and gasoline gas, and found that holding a drains, but without effect; and the iniOrmat.i;m I ask is, is there 

P. H. VANDER VVEYDE, M. D. light to the defective part would have the same results in any labor-saving machine that would dig the eaTth and turn 
New Fork city. either case, viz.: the gas flowing out of the broken pipe being it between ten to twenty inches deep, and thus save the im-

-----,------------------"'- ignited, and a flame corresponding in size to the break in the mense amount of labor we now use? 
'J'he Polar Sea. pipe becoming viSIble. These facts, we think, justify the Do you know also of allY machine that, acting something MESSRS. EDITORS :-ls there an open Polar Sea? Perhaps opinion that the one gas is no more explosive than the other like a dredge, would dig the main canals, my from 12 to 1 6  the best answer to this question is, to show cause why such when allowed t o  fill a n  apartment. feet wide and 4 t06 feet deep, throwing the dir t 011 the side. 

sea should exist. Let us see what would take place if this Now, in justice to the g'as machine men, of whom there are no The firm, of which lam a partner, have twenty.five estates 
earth were totally covered with water. The sun sending 11]S doubt a great many among the readers of yom'valuable palJer, under their control, on which over 20,000 laborers are em
rays directly upon the equator, would heat a belt of water to we think, you ought to give us an article on gas machines, or ployed, and if either of the above machines are feasible and 
70° or 80°, and render it lighter, bulk for bulk, than cold gas from gasoline, vVhen people talk to us about the dan- procurable, large orders might go forward for them. 
water, and raise it above the common level. This would na gers of gas machines, we call tileir attention to the fact that GEO H. OLIVER. turally cause the wa tel' to flow from all points of the equator, there are every night al)out a dozen glass coal·oil lamps car- Georgetown, Demarara, British Guiana, Jan. 7, 1869. 
towarJ the pole. In its passage toward the pole it would part I ried about their houses in the hands of careless servants which [Any parties having machinery which will accomplish the 
with its heat-equalizing temperature, and flow on the surface i makes a dozen dangers to one when using the gas ma;hine. ends sought by our correspondent, will do well to send a dt'-of the ocean till its temperature would be reduced to about cT, (1, & Co. scription of it to the writer, or communications may be sent 
40°, when, by its greater specific gravity, it would sink belo'w Cincinnati, O. to this office.-EDs. the colder water and ice in the direction cf the pole, and be, ['fhe frequency of explosions and fires, resulting from the ------..... _"' __ -----
in a measure, p�tected from tl1e cold in its passage to the difficulty of retaining the volatile and inflammable gas that is A Regulator 1'01' Ordinary Augers. 

pole. These warm waters approaching the pole from all given off by gasoline, at even ordinary atmospheric tempera- MESSES. EDITORs:-Can any of your inventive readers de-
,lC'ints would meet, and 18 thrown to the surface near the tm'cs, is sufficient reason for caution in the use a,nd handling vise a means by which may be insured perfectly true boring 
pole, causing an open sea for some distance around. The of this liquid We do not consider-and have never so stated with the longer shanked, beautiful American augers, when 
waters now forced to the surface would return toward t4e -that the gas from gasoline is more dangerous than other passing through wood, four, five, or six inches thick, where 
e;Iuator 011 the surface, a�d giv� out the.ir remaining ,,:armth! gases of equal inflammability; it is the material f rom which great accuracy is needed. Not only have I met with difllcul
till they would reach the ICy belt, to whICh they would Impart i it is made which should be carefully handled and defended ties, but carpenters have frequently been foHed, and although 
� slight motion toward.the equator. To keep up the current I from possible chance of ignition. If its use, as a basis for I have often essayed to contrive a regulator I have not b8l'11 
Hom the equator contmually, there would be, of course, a illuminating gas, can be made as safe fS that of the materials successful, and I shall feel greatyobliged if any simple means 
cOlmter current of cold water to take tue place of, and supply now employed, it would be an undoubted public benefit.- can be suggested to assist me in the use of the auger and 
the source of tho Walm current. '1'his is the condition of our: EDs. 

' brace. My lathe will not assist me, being too Hmall. I find 
globe, excepting that not all of it is covered with water. 'l'hi8! "'" _ eo there is generally a disposition when working tl;" brace to in 
law holds good also in our atmosphere, and is the grcat equal- A Rule tor Finding O", i�xaet (?) lLellgtb of' the

: cline somewhat to the right, and if some indicator could be 
i\�er of tempemture OY01' tho glO'o2, Circumference ot' any Circle. contrived by which the slightest variation from a direct line 

vVill not this theory also explain the causes of the gulf' MESSRS. EDITORS :--The 1'n10 and construction given under could be indicated, or, better still, prevented, it would be a 
streams and the tmde winds? The trade wi'nds are always the above head, page 23, is, in fact, but a vory rough approx- great benefit to others beside amateurs like myself. M. D. 
toward the equator, the same as the colder cnrrents of water, imation, giving a result only correct for two decimals, the, The Villetta, Ensworth, Rants, England. 
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